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Chapter 899 Difficult Concept To Grasp 
“Of course… I believe you, My Lord…” Despite what Axton said, his eyes were clearly 
filled with doubt and sarcasm when he looked at Kai. 
Not wanting to waste too much time on that matter, Kai shrugged helplessly and 
stopped trying to explain himself any further. 

Leviathan is still waiting for me to bring him the rejuvenating pill! I need to hurry up and 
get it delivered! 
“Thanks for the hard work, Mr. Knox. I’ll be heading back now!” 

“I’ll go with you!” Lyanna said all of a sudden. 
“No way! Haven’t you realized how dangerous my journey here was? You could die if 
you come with me!” Kai rejected her request immediately. 
“Even so, I want to be with you! You’ll have to kill me if you wish to stop me!” Lyanna 
shouted with a firm expression. 

Seeing as she had already made up her mind on that matter, Kai could only let out a 
helpless sigh as he said, “Fine… But you must escape if we run into danger, got it? I 
don’t want you playing the hero and trying anything stupid!” 
“You underestimate my abilities a bit too much, Kai! I’m a Senior Grandmaster, you 
know? Besides, I’ve got my Charm Magic!” Lyanna protested with a pout. 

Little did she know, Senior Grandmasters were nothing in a place like Jadeborough. Her 
Charm Magic would be completely useless against Martial Arts Grandmasters with 
strong willpower. However, Kai didn’t bother arguing any further and simply rushed over 
to Shadow Estate with her. 
Due to having her as excess baggage, it was already afternoon by the time they arrived. 

The two guards outside Shadow Estate quickly welcomed Kai the moment they saw 
him. 
“Mr. Chance!” Colin came running out of the hall upon hearing about his arrival. 
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He was not expecting for Kai to come back so soon. 
“Colin, has anyone come over lately?” Kai asked. 

He feared that Steinar would cause trouble at Shadow Estate after failing to capture him 
the other day. 
“No. A few noble families that I am on good terms with did drop by to pay their respects, 
but I turned them all down,” Colin replied. 
“Well done. I want you to have more men stand guard outside. Make sure no one gets 
in!” Kai ordered. 



Colin nodded and gave the order immediately. This time, however, he didn’t even 
glance at Lyanna when he passed her by. 
It would seem that the playboy had changed a lot since the incident with Renee. 

Given how Lyanna was the epitome of feminine charm and exuded a faint fragrance to 
complement her amazing figure, most men would find themselves turning their heads 
whenever they passed her by. 
Even Kai himself stole a few glances at her when he first met her, but Colin had ignored 
her presence completely. 
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Although Colin was a little weak when it came to physical strength, he definitely had the 
potential to become a powerful fighter if trained well. 
While Colin made the arrangements for more security on the front door, Kai and Lyanna 
made their way into the room where Leviathan was lying in. His face was completely 
pale and had no signs of life whatsoever. 
“I-Isn’t he already dead? How do we save a dead person?” Lyanna asked in shock. 

“Mr. Zare isn’t dead yet. You may not know this, but you were in a much worse 
condition back then. All of your internal organs were severely damaged. You only 
survived because of the longevity pill from Mr. Knox and the rejuvenating pill that I gave 
you after carrying you back to the Medicine God Sect,” Kai explained. 
“And because you saved my life, it is only natural that I repay you with my body! 
Honestly, I don’t understand why that’s such a hard concept for you to grasp!” Lyanna 
teased him. 
Kai decided to ignore her statement as there was no telling what nonsense she might 
spout out of that filthy mouth of hers. 

He then applied some pressure on Leviathan’s pulse point before transferring his 
spiritual energy into his body. Leviathan’s heart was still beating weakly inside his chest, 
and there was a layer of aura surrounding it. 
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Chapter 900 Doubt 
After that, Kai opened up Leviathan’s mouth and shoved the rejuvenating pill down his 
throat. He even made sure to massage Leviathan’s stomach gently so that the pill would 
go straight into his gut. 
It wasn’t long before Leviathan’s face looked alive again, and his heartbeat became a 
lot more noticeable. However, his eyes remained tightly shut as he was still 
unconscious. 

Colin, who happened to come in at the time, grew excited when he saw his father’s 
condition improving. “Dad! Dad! Wake up! Look at me! It’s me, Colin!” he shouted while 
throwing himself at Leviathan. 



Although Colin received no response whatsoever, the fact that Leviathan’s heartbeat 
could be clearly felt was a good enough indicator of his well-being. 

“Mr. Chance, what’s wrong with my dad?” he asked while looking at Kai in confusion. 
“I have given him a rejuvenating pill, but it will take about forty nine hours before he 
regains consciousness. Make sure you keep him safe in the meantime,” Kai explained. 
Colin nodded profusely. “Thank you, Mr. Chance!” 

If Leviathan were to die, then Shadow Estate would surely go down with him. Given 
Colin’s capabilities, he couldn’t possibly manage the entire estate all by himself. 
Kai then gave Colin a few more reminders before returning to the Department of Justice 
with Lyanna. 

Theodore felt a little surprised when he saw Kai returning so soon. 
Unbeknownst to him, Leviathan was the main reason behind Kai’s speedy return. Had it 
not been for Leviathan, Kai would’ve synthesized the jet melding cream for Tommy and 
Phoenix before returning. 
“General Jackson, I want you to summon all the team members right now,” Kai ordered. 

Theodore nodded and instructed Shane to have all team members assemble in the 
martial arts arena. 
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Standing in the front, Kai retrieved dozens of body pills from his pocket and held them 
up for all to see. The first thing they noticed was the pleasant aroma that emanated from 
the pills. 
“What are those, Mr. Chance?” Theodore asked softly. 

“These are body pills that I had the elders from the Medicine God Sect synthesize last 
night. These pills will strengthen all of you, so you should be seeing results very soon if 
you train according to my instructions,” Kai replied. 
“Body pills synthesized by the elders from the Medicine God Sect?” Theodore stared 
wide-eyed at Kai in shock. 

Pills from the Medicine God Sect are especially expensive, especially those synthesized 
by the elders! How on earth did Kai get his hands on dozens of these? These would sell 
for billions on the market! 
The other members too were curious and surprised by what they saw. Had it not been 
for Kai, they would probably never be able to afford even a single one of those pills. 
Unable to withhold his curiosity any longer, Shane asked, “Mr. Chance, are you really 
the Lord of Medicine God Sect?” 

They had all doubted Kai when he claimed to be the Lord of Medicine God Sect 
because of his ridiculously young age. On top of that, the elders capable of synthesizing 
pills were all Martial Arts Grandmasters, so it was highly unlikely for them to 



acknowledge a young man like him as their leader. 
Simply being powerful wasn’t enough for one to become Lord of Medicine God Sect. To 
qualify, one would need to have exceptional knowledge in both medicine and alchemy. 
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“How dare you doubt Mr. Chance when he has already brought the pills over? Do you 
want the body pill or not?” Theodore yelled angrily while kicking Shane from behind. 
Shane let out a surprised yelp and quickly apologized, “I’m sorry, Mr. Chance! I didn’t 
mean it like that! I would never dare doubt you! I was just…” 

 


